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Abstract:
This is a scrapbook compiled by Alphonse Case (A.C.) “Phonney” Martin concerning the invention of the curve ball. This scrapbook consists of typed manuscript pages, clippings, correspondence and handwritten notes. The contents of the book reflect Martin’s work in positing that either Bob Matthews or Martin himself, rather than Candy Cummings, was the first to pitch a curve ball. The scrapbook is divided into chapter-like sections and also includes several miscellaneous articles.
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History:
Phonney Martin was born Alphonse Case Martin on August 4, 1845, in New York, NY. It is said that Martin was the first to pitch the slow curve ball, a pitch which he developed while he was in the union army in the civil war. He played some form of organized baseball dating back to the 1860’s. Prior to the civil war, Martin joined a schoolboy baseball team known as the “Unions.” When the war broke out he enlisted with Hawkins’ Zouaves, Ninth Regiment, New York. It is here that Martin first started using his famous curve ball pitch. Martin was wounded at Antietan and discharged from the war. Soon after, he began pitching for amateur, then professional teams.

When professional baseball teams were formed around 1869, Martin joined the New York Mutuals. After several seasons with the Mutuals, he became a member of the Eckfords of Brooklyn. He then returned to the Mutuals for several seasons and became a baseball hero in New York. After his time with the Mutuals, he pitched several seasons for the Troy Club, retiring afterward.

Martin pitched the ball with a twist of the fingers and the wrist, manipulating the ball like no other pitcher at the time. When Albert H. Spink wrote his book, “The National Game,” he described Martin’s slow ball as follows: “His slow ball came to the plate at such a snail-like pace that it nearly drove the batsmen crazy, and when they got ready to hit it good and hard, it seemed to carom away from them. His delivery set spectators as well as opposing batsmen nearly wild. The Martin ball also was a tantalizing affair to the catcher for it often curved away from him just before crossing the plate.”

Phonney Martin died, at the age of 88, May 27, 1933 at his home in Hollis, NY. He was survived by his daughter, Estelle Philips, with whom he lived; his son, Alphonse Martin, and to grandchildren, Walter and Wilbur Philips, all of Hollis, NY.
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